Introduction:
This document ties together the four different files that makeup the GRASP example drawn from analysis of
TLR-production of cytokines that is stimulated specifically from each of six different ligands per participant at
one point in time, i.e., cross-sectional. Because the six ligands are clustered within participants, their associated
outcome measurements are correlated. Specifically, we use an unstructured covariance structure that allows
each participant to have his or her own specific correlation structure for their set of six ligands, thus accounting
for the inherent variation of each participant. Data has been sanitized by removing identifying information and
adding random noise.
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Component Files:
a.
PDF summary document:
b.
Related publications
c.
SAS program:
d.
SAS data file:
e.
PDF file showing SAS output:

LigandCytokCorrSummaryAllore.pdf
See reference articles cited above
LigandCytokCorrProgramAllore.txt
LigandCytokCorrData.txt
LigandCytokCorrOutputAllore.pdf

Optimal Use:
1. Read this Summary file completely
2. Read the reference articles cited above
:
3. Run the SAS program in concert with the data and inits files.
4. Generate output that should appear like that shown in the PDF file:

Component a listed above
Component b listed above
Components c and d above
Component e listed above

Prerequisites:
To run the example you must have a working knowledge of SAS and preferably some familiarity with how Proc
MIX handles mixed models.
Potential Applications:
Immunological responses of individuals are often measured at a variety of ligands (an entity such as an antibody
that binds to a receptor). Accounting for the correlation induced by their measurement within the same
individual provides a more rigorous accounting of variance and therefore refines statistical inference based on
such measurements.

Any feedback on how to make this submission more useful is welcome. Log into the main GRASP page, i.e.
http://grasp.med.yale.edu
and choose the “forum” link in the upper menu on the right to enter feedback on any GRASP submission.
Please refer to the specific file names when commenting so we can appropriately steer your suggestions.

